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Trends in Accounting Education
Dr. Guy W. Trump, CPA

implications for the accounting profession of
the future. I want to single out four of these
changes for discussion.

In this brief article on trends in accounting
education it will not be possible to discuss all
of the changes that are taking place in the ed
ucation of accountants. Certainly I am not able
to forecast the changes that will be taking
place over the near future, at least not with
any great assurance. But it is nonetheless pos
sible to discern certain changes in emphasis
and attitude that justify this brief discussion.

First, the charge of course proliferation has
caused a serious review of the individual
course offerings to determine that the content
justifies the time and effort spent by faculty
and students on the course. While in a good
many schools traditional courses have been
abandoned as a consequence of this critical re
view, more often the result has been to shift
courses from the “required” to the “elective”
category. An example of this is the traditional
“Governmental Accounting” course which has
either been dropped from the curriculum en
tirely or dropped from the courses required for
a major in some schools.

As you all know, accounting is customarily
taught within the scope of the program in busi
ness. And business education has been under
going significant changes, largely as a conse
quence of the two major studies which were
published in 1959, the Gordon-Howell study
financed by the Ford Foundation, and the
Pierson Report financed by the Carnegie Cor
poration.

Along with this consideration of the worth
of the content of the courses in toto, there has
been a critical evaluation of the sub-topics
covered in the courses and elimination of some
of the less significant material. This has made
possible the reduction of the number of hours
devoted to the course or, in some cases, a re
alignment of course material and a substitution
of more significant for less significant topics.
The net effect of this change is to produce a.
noticeable tightening of courses accompanied
by a reduction in the number of courses and
hours required for a major. In fact, a growing
number of schools are accompanying this
change with a change in terminology, dropping
the term “major” and substituting the term
“concentration” or “specialization.”

Both of these studies were, in large part,
critical of the business programs for several
reasons. Essentially the programs were criticiz
ed for including too little general education,
for the proliferation of courses, for consisting
primarily of courses which described business
practice as opposed to courses which develop
ed the student’s analytical ability, and for fail
ing to build sufficiently on the underlying dis
ciplines in mathematics, statistics and proba
bility, the behavioral sciences and economics.
Even before the two reports were completed,
changes were taking place in the better busi
ness schools. In the years following the appear
ance of the reports, they have had significant
impact upon the business school curriculums.

A second trend, which is also a consequence
of the critical review of curriculum and course
content, is a shift of emphasis from the “pro
cedural” to the “conceptual.” This is a change
with which I am in whole-hearted agreement.
I think that the poorest course in the account
ing curriculum for years has been the elemen
tary course where the student was plunged
into the realm of debits and credits, of special
journals, and all of the rest of the mass of pro
cedural detail without being given the per
spective necessary to understand the purpose
of accounting, the needs of users of accounting
data, the limitations on the use of such data-in
short, the conceptual framework of account
ing. That we ever got the survivors of courses
of this type to continue their study of account

Interestingly enough, accounting did not re
ceive the same type of criticism that was level
ed at the other functional fields of business.
The studies both recognized that accounting
occupied a unique position, being both a recog
nized profession in its own right and serving
as a tool of management. It was acknowledged
that there was far more analytical content in
the accounting program than in most of the
others and it was observed that accounting at
tracted the better students in the business
school.

But accounting educators have not been ap
preciably more complacent about their pro
grams and their performance than other mem
bers of the business school faculty. So even in
accounting we can detect changes which have
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In “Horizons for a Profession” the authors, in
speaking of the humanities, say, “The humani
ties are the hallmarks of cultivated men and
women, and we can express the strong hope
that beginning CPAs will of their own volition
pursue culture as it is exemplified in these areas
of learning.” But for portions of the humani
ties, the authors express more than hope, even
insistence, that the beginning CPA have know
ledge. These topics include logic, ethics, and
communication. Again, to quote, “. . . begin
ning CPAs must have sufficient knowledge of
logic to demonstrate capability. Certainly, near
ly everything done in future professional prac
tice will be bound by the tenets of logic, for
which understanding will be essential.” Cer
tainly a classic example of the importance of
logic is manifest in systems analysis and design
which is increasingly being offered in the ac
counting curriculum. The advent of the com
puter and its unwavering insistence upon logic
have even increased the traditional requirement
for logical thinking.

ing is little short of miraculous. As a matter of
fact, we did not attract a very large percentage
of the elementary students into accounting ca
reers. One not atypical school reports that less
than 15% of those who completed the elemen
tary course took additional courses in account
ing.
The University of Rochester provides an in
teresting example of these two trends. Three or
four years ago the faculty redesigned the ele
mentary course, making a radical shift from
the procedural to the conceptual approach. In
the process, the elementary course was reduced
from two semesters to one semester. The im
mediate consequence of this change was a
sharp increase in student interest which was
apparent not only in student reaction in the
classroom but was reflected in increased en
rollment in the courses which followed. A sec
ond school, which operated on the quarter sys
tem, followed the Rochester pattern, reduced
the elementary course to one quarter by shift
ing to the conceptual approach, and saw en
rollment in the intermediate course increase by
four times! In both schools, tests administered
at the end of the one-term elementary course
indicated that the students, on the average, had
at least as solid a grounding in accounting prin
ciples, a much better conceptual foundation,
and almost as much procedural know-how as
had students in the orthodox course. At a time
when there is such a shortage of entrants into
the field, this is a most significant experiment.

“Ethics, while more elusive to impart and
ascertain, is comparably fundamental. If there
were no ethical foundation to the profession,
there would in fact be no profession. Beginning
CPAs, we believe, should know these ethical
precepts, not in the manner of dogma or cate
chism but in full understanding of their signif
icance to their own futures, as well as to the
future of their profession.” The new CPA
should not have been exposed to the concepts
of ethics only in a chapter in the auditing
course. While the authors really are not con
cerned with where he learns it, they are insis
tent that the CPA be aware of the significance
of ethical concepts in everything that he does.

The third trend that I perceive is what I
call the “interdisciplinary” shift. There are
really two facets to this trend or at least two
discernable manifestations of the shift.

But the major emphasis of the section on
humanities is on the topic of written and spo
ken English. The authors consider this to be so
important that they recommend that one whose
English competence is unacceptable should be
denied entrance to the profession regardless
of his technical competence. They deplore the
practice of college faculties ignoring the qual
ity of the writing in grading written materials
submitted in other courses. They feel it im
portant that constant pressure be kept on the
student to write coherently and concisely and
to become aware that the quality of the writing
is of importance equal to the quality of the
technical content.

The first of these relates to the total educa
tion of accountants and is highlighted in the
forthcoming book, “Horizons for a Profession,”
the report of the study of the common body of
knowledge for CPAs. In recent years, business
management has become increasingly an inter
disciplinary activity in which the scope of the
increasingly complex problems require increas
ingly broad-gauge people. Accounting, from its
vantage point in the business schools, has
shared in the broadening education for busi
ness generally—and properly so. In his role as
auditor, or adviser to management, or as con
sultant on tax matters, the public accountant’s
understanding of the environment in which the
business operates, the institutions with which it
deals, and the people who are the business
needs to be at least as comprehensive as that of
management, quite aside from the desirability
of his being a well-rounded, well-informed citi
zen.

The authors are insistent that the new CPA
be knowledgeable in economics and I quote,
“Knowledge of micro-economics can provide
the CPA with the tools of analysis used in his

(Continued on page 8)
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Federal Government Accounting
Mary T. Cody

The magnitude of the accounting system of
the Federal Government precludes brevity.
However, a broad knowledge of this system
can be gained from an understanding of the
functional relationships between the various
agencies of the Federal Government. Indeed,
this relationship is the crux of the entire set
up. To illustrate this point, we propose to take
a closer look at the nation’s three principal
accounting offices—THE TREASURY DE
PARTMENT, THE BUREAU OF THE BUD
GET and THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE.
The present day accounting system of the
Federal Government is the story of the evolution
and growth of our country. In England, in the
thirteenth century, the land barons recognized
that certain feudal dues, taxation of a sort,
were to be levied by the Crown, but not with
out the consent of the barons. It was not until
some time later, however, that parliamentary
control of spending developed.
In the seventeenth century, Parliament pro
vided that certain funds were to be paid to a
commission which it named. These particular
funds arose from an appropriation for extra
ordinary supplies. From this precedent de
veloped the practice of having the national
finances handled by a parliamentary commit
tee. Later, provisions were added limiting the
use of these funds to the purpose for which
they had been appropriated.
This, then, was the climate from which
emerged the English colonists. They brought to
the New World a deeply-rooted belief that the
expenditure of public money should be under
the control of the duly elected representatives
of the people.
Prior to the Constitution, the financial opera
tions of the Government were conducted by
Congress although no specific financial powers
were designated to it until the Articles of Con
federation were ratified in 1781. The Constitu
tion, of course, clearly sets forth the financial
powers of the United States Government.
In 1789 the first and, perhaps the most im
portant, agency of the Federal Government was
created-THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
As originally conceived, the Treasury Depart-

ment was under a Treasurer, a Register, an
Auditor, and a Comptroller, each with his own
duties and powers. The Treasurer had the duty
of receiving, keeping and properly disbursing
the public funds, and of rendering accounts to
the Comptroller. The Register was charged
with keeping the accounts and performing re
lated custodial duties. The Auditor was as
signed the duty of examining the accounts and
certifying the balances to the Comptroller. The
Comptroller was responsible for supervising the
adjustment and preservation of accounts, for
countersigning warrants, for prosecuting delin
quent revenue officers and for collecting debts
due the United States; but his principal duty
was to decide the lawfulness and justice of
claims and accounts. The fiscal administration
by the Treasury Department was subject to
review by Congress. The latter, from time to
time, enacted laws designed to strengthen the
weakening fiscal controls. Eventually, this need
for controls was partially responsible for the
next major step in the nation’s accounting sys
tem.
In 1921, Congress passed the Budget and
Accounting Act which, in brief, was to provide
for an independent review of executive expend
itures, as well as to fill the need for a national
budget system. This Act was instrumental in
the establishment of two major accounting offices—THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OF
FICE and THE BUREAU OF THE BUDGET.
The GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
is truly the “policeman” or “watchdog” of
Government finances. The Office was created
to assist Congress in providing legislative con
trol over the receipt, disbursement, and appli
cation of public funds. Its principal functions
are in the fields of auditing, accounting, claim
settlement, debt collection, legal decisions,
special assistance to Congress, and records
management and services. It has responsibility
for performing an independent, Government
wide audit of receipts, expenditures and use
of public funds by departments and agencies
of the Federal Government; auditing the rec
ords of certain Government contractors and
their sub-contractors, and of certain recipients
of Federal financial assistance, such as loans,
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advances, grants, or contributions; making rec
ommendations for greater economy or efficiency
in public expenditures; prescribing principles,
standards, and related requirements for account
ing; and cooperating in the development and
improvement of agency accounting and finan
cial management systems. It is responsible for
settling claims by and against the Government;
the collection of bad debts; and the rendering
of decisions on the legality of proposed current
or completed payments, transactions, or pro
grams.

hearings before the Bureau of the Budget are
then scheduled, and all departments are noti
fied of the dates set for their respective organi
zations. The hearings are conducted more or
less informally, with the budget officer of the
department present at all times, and such other
officers of that department as are necessary
to answer questions of the committee. Hearings
for a single department may take as long as
four weeks, depending upon the size of the
department and the amount of work involved.
The President considers each item, in con
sultation with the Director of the Budget, and
determines the amount he will recommend for
appropriation by the Congress.
After the appropriation bill has passed and
becomes a law, the individual agency must
submit to the Bureau of the Budget a statement
setting forth the amount the agency proposes
to obligate during each quarter of the fiscal
year for which the appropriation is made. This
is required in order to prevent expenditures
by an agency at a rate which would deplete
its appropriated funds before the end of the
fiscal year. This procedure known as “Appor
tionment of Appropriations” completes the
budgeting function.
Now, let us assume that Congress has ap
propriated a certain sum of money, the Presi
dent has signed the bill, and it has become a
law. The bill is then sent to the General Serv
ices Administration for the affixing of a “PUB
LIC LAW NUMBER,” after which it is placed
in the Archives. A document entitled “AP
PROPRIATION WARRANT AND ADVICE
OF CREDIT TO CHECKING ACCOUNT”
is then issued for the signature of the Secretary
of the Treasury and the Comptroller General
of the United States for the amount of the ap
propriation. Certified copies of this “ADVICE
OF CREDIT” are then forwarded to the Treas
urer of the United States, the Chief Disbursing
Officer (who is also with the Treasury Depart
ment), and to the agency involved. This is the
authority for:
(1) the Treasurer of the United States to
establish the amount of the appropria
tion in the checking account of the Dis
bursing Officer;
(2) the Disbursing Officer to establish that
amount in his checking account with
the Treasurer of the United States, iden
tified by the symbol of the agency in
volved, and
(3) the agency itself to establish that
amount on its books in the “Disbursing
Funds” account.

One of the duties of the President of the
United States is to transmit to Congress the
annual budget, together with his estimates of
receipts, expenditures and other budgetary
data. To aid the President in this duty the
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET was created.
The BUREAU OF THE BUDGET is located
in the Treasury Department but is under the
immediate direction of the President. Its two
main functions are:

(a) the preparation of the annual budget,
as well as any supplemental or deficien
cy items, for submission to Congress by
the President of the United States; and
(b) the apportionment of appropriations
made by Congress.

It has the authority to assemble, correlate, re
vise, reduce, or increase the estimates of the
various departments and agencies.
The foregoing is a brief resume of the ori
gin and purpose of the three offices which are
the backbone of the nation’s accounting sys
tem-THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT, THE
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, and
THE BUREAU OF THE BUDGET. In actu
ality, these offices service all other Government
agencies.
Let us go back for a moment and see how
the budgeting process really functions. In most
agencies, the work of collecting information
for the compilation of estimates must be started
well over a year prior to the beginning of the
period for which the funds will be obligated.
These estimates usually originate in the small
est field offices and are channeled up to the
Departmental Office, and then to the Bureau
of the Budget. The latter reviews the depart
mental estimates and hears representatives of
all departments and establishments in regard
to the needs of their respective executive units
for the funds requested. When estimates are
received from a department, they are referred
to the Estimates Division. This Division studies
the history of each item of the estimates and
the justification statements, and notes questions
to ask at the forthcoming budget hearings. The

(Continued on page 10)
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Face to Face with Automation
Dorothy C. Franklin

Two years ago the Engineering School of
our local college, Old Dominion, offered a
course entitled “Introduction to Computer Pro
gramming.” To myself say I, “If automation is
here to stay ‘ole girl,’ you might as well get
‘updated’!” So, I enrolled!

My interest in automation did not diminish
upon completion of the two programming cours
es. Twelve months ago opportunity, in the form
of a Digital Computer Programmer position,
rapped at my door. What a momentous decision
—whether to accept the challenge of the un
known or remain in my chosen profession safe
and secure. But, would I be safe and secure?
After all, I was in the field that had the great
est potential for automation. After careful con
sideration of the pros and cons, I decided to
accept the challenge. One beautiful fall day
in October I opened the door and stepped
across the threshold into a bright new wonder
ful world, THE WORLD OF AUTOMATION.

The course was presided over by the finest
instructor to ever come this way. In 40 hours
of class and laboratory instruction he would
teach us “unautomated” to write simple pro
grams in a language called FORTRAN. FOR
TRAN! What peoples on the face of this earth
speak such a language? After two hours of
class lecture and four manual pages later, I
learned that FORTRAN is the abbreviation
for “Formula Translation,” a language used pri
marily by engineers and scientists writing com
puter programs. What about people like me,
those interested primarily in business applica
tions? Can we use this language too? Yes, but—
well, as the hours pass we learn to write simple
business applications in this FORTRAN lan
guage, but we are told that there are other lan
guages more adaptable to business applications.
This meant that we could not stop in the mid
dle of the “program”—so, our appetite having
been stimulated by this new found knowledge,
we decide to enroll in the “Intermediate Com
puter Programming” course, 60 hours to learn
yet another language, Symbolic Programming
System (SPS) and, of course, at the same time
increase our knowledge of the basic (machine)
language. SPS afforded “us” business-oriented
folks an opportunity to write computer pro
grams in a language more adaptable to our
problems. However, we learned that SPS was
not the “ultimate” language for solving busi
ness problems.

It was at this moment that I became fully
cognizant that I had only “scratched the sur
face” of automation. One never stops learning;
these words were never truer than now. Would
you believe it—Yes, among other things, I was
introduced to a new computer language—CO
BOL (Common Business Oriented Language).
This language is supposed to be the answer to
an accountant’s prayer. It was designed to solve
business problems. I had crossed the final hur
dle. But had I—no, not really. I have discovered
there will be many hurdles to cross during
the coming months.

These past twelve months have been a chal
lenge, a tremendous challenge. I would be the
last to recommend that anyone give up a “safe
and secure” position for one that is automated
or related to automation, but I am grateful
for the opportunity to come face to face with
automation. It is not as awesome as some
would lead you to believe. Automation has
broadened my horizons. It has provided the
opportunity for me to meet interesting people,
to learn new words and phrases, to learn new
methods, and to come in contact with the most
sophisticated equipment and machinery in the
world.

One hundred class hours and two certificates
(indicating satisfactory completion of the two
programming courses) later I realized that I
had just begun to scratch the surface of auto
mation. However, I believed I had learned
enough to think and speak with limited intel
ligence about this new field. At least when my
field, accounting, was automated, I would be
able to accept more graciously the challenge
and change.

Would you believe that the past twelve
months have been the brightest and most in
teresting of my career? WELL, THEY
HAVE! ! !
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vation which, granted adequate understanding,
he may use to great advantage. In the same
(Continued from page 4)
way behavioral research studies of communi
cation, decision-making, innovation, conflict,
day-to-day work; knowledge of macro-econom leadership, authority, learning, perception and
ics, pertaining to the economy as a whole, can creativity are providing knowledge which can
provide him with perspective. We regard such not be categorically prescribed or, like a poul
knowledge as comparably desirable not only tice, applied, but which can be understood
as intellectual background but also for essential and used to great advantage.”
understanding. As the organizations served by
While changes in the behavioral sciences re
CPA’s grow increasingly large, diverse and in
ternational in the scope of their activities, and main largely prospective, the impact of mathe
matics, statistics, and probability upon the world
as government policies increasingly seek to con
trol the economy, CPA’s must increasingly be of formal organization, and hence upon the
come participants in the formulation of those practices of CPAs, already is present. The au
policies, as well as advisers to those affected thors believe that “Tomorrow’s CPAs (must)
have the same feeling for, understanding of
by them. Understanding of such matters as
monetary theory, resource allocation, business and facility with the symbols of mathematics
cycles, international finance, national income that they have always had with numbers, the
and its measurement, labor economics and eco symbol of arithmetic.” They point out:
“1. CPAs increasingly are confronted with
nomic planning therefore become significant
parts of the CPA’s intellectual armament. Com problems of sampling, both in the installation
parably, the institutions which comprise the of financial information systems for their clients
economy, the nature and interactions of govern and in the conduct of their audits. As these
ment, industry, unions, financial institutions, practices grow, empirical, judgmental samples
and the like become germane to the profes will no longer suffice; understanding of sam
pling theory will be required.
sional practice of accounting.”
“2. CPAs increasingly are confronted with
But with respect to micro-economics, the mathematically derived decision rules in the
economics of the firm, the authors believe more systems of their clients’ organizations. To con
extensive knowledge to be desirable, this being duct audits in such situations, understanding
the domain of the individual organization, will, to say the least, be necessary.
where economic events are translated into dol
“3. CPAs themselves increasingly are en
lars, where there is concern with such mat
ters as value, prices, competition, investments, gaged in the performances of services for their
financial position, income. Knowledge of micro clients which utilize quantitative methodolo
economics should encompass the nature of eco gies.
“4. Information and control systems often
nomic forces which affect the firm: the relation
ship of price to demand, the behavior of costs, are encountered by CPAs in performance of
cost concepts (marginal, opportunity, etc.), the audit function and in providing advisory
productivity, the role of government in the reg services. A measure of mathematical sophistica
ulation of business. Some familiarity with anti tion is necessary in many such situations.
trust measures, public utility regulation, pro
“5. It appears probable that accounting it
hibitions of price discrimination and restrictions self, at both operational and instructional levels
on the movement of international capital, as increasingly will make use of symbolic no
mechanisms of government regulation, should tations.”
also be understood.
Unlike other recommendations of the study
In the other behavioral sciences, the authors which specify knowledge which the CPA
specified the fields of psychology and sociology should have but makes no effort to indicate
for particular attention. They make the point how he should acquire it, in the case of mathe
that CPAs work in and for organizations and matics it is pointed out that the nature of the
that an understanding of the nature of organi topic makes it most suitable for formal instruc
zations and the behavior of the people who tion and should, therefore, be included in the
make them up is essential. They point out that collegiate education of prospective CPAs.
behavioral research is yielding applicable in
The point of reciting these recommendations
sights of significant value. “Knowledge that of the study is to emphasize the necessity of
local autonomy yields better organization per a broad, interdisciplinary education for account
formance than does tight central control does ing. The trend to provide this kind of educa
not prescribe what an executive should do nor tion is already apparent in the better business
tell him how to do it but it does tell him some
(Concluded on page 10)
thing of transcendent importance about moti
Trends in Accounting Education
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My Choice: A Career in Accounting
Nancy E. Davis

It is indeed a privilege and an honor to have
been invited as a guest today. I was asked to
speak for a few minutes to share with you my
reasons for choosing accounting as a career,
and, after having completed my first two years
of college, to explain my career objectives at
this time.
Upon entering high school, my goal was to
prepare for a secretarial position. I thought
then that every American girl dreams of the
day when she will marry her wealthy boss’s
son. I studied shorthand, typing, and general
office practice, but I quickly decided this was
not the type of job in which I would be happy.
I did not dislike the secretarial courses, but as
I studied bookkeeping, I found that each day
it became more and more interesting. In doing
my home assignments, I started devoting more
and more time to my bookkeeping because
I found it both stimulating and challenging.

As one of ten children, however, I felt I
could not expect my parent to finance four
years of college as my brothers and sis
ters would also have to be assisted. For this
reason, after two years of Day Division study,
I decided to work days and with my earnings
finance the remainder of my course work in
the evening division.

By working, I also feel I will be able to uti
lize the principles of accounting I have
studied thus far, realizing that it is one thing
to be able to work problems from a textbook
and do home assignments, but completely
different to be able to apply theoretical
principles to actual practice.
When I decided to become a career woman,
I asked myself whether or not I could success
fully combine a career with marriage. I am
still searching for the answer. If and when the
time comes that I shall have to make such a
decision, I hope I will find it not too great a
task to be a wife, mother, and accountant, and
to be successful at all three. In my mind, a
women’s family must come first and her career
second, but I have seen many instances where
women were able to successfully combine both
family and career responsibilities and I hope
that I will be able to number myself among
this group. It is my sincere opinion that in a
society such as ours a woman’s place is no
longer only in the home.

I researched the various professions that
would permit me to further my new-found in
terest in the business world and decided that
accounting was for me. It followed naturally
that I would like to attend Bentley College be
cause of its fine reputation in the accounting
field. I was warned, however, by my guidance
counsellor, a male counsellor incidentally, that
accounting was not particularly a woman’s
field. But, being independent in thought and
slightly riled by his admonition, I ignored his
warning and applied for admission to Bentley.

Needless to say, I have chosen accounting
as my career. It is difficult to express my inner
feelings on the subject of accounting for in a
very real sense accounting has become a vital
and meaningful part of my life—the way in
which I hope to make my mark in the world.
To me, accounting is a field in which one be
comes aware of the responsibilities, the pride,
the personal achievement inherent in a profes
sion embodying the nucleus of the American
economy.

As I progressed through my first year of
college, I found, much to my surprise, that ac
counting was not the simple bookkeeping pro
cedure of “debits to the left, credits to the right,
subtract the tax, and there’s your net profit!”
The subject of accounting proved to be fasci
nating and continued to provide the challenge
I sought.

During my sophomore year at Bentley,
my instructors devoted considerable time to ex
plaining the various facets of accounting prac
tice and described the different career oppor
tunities that are available to those who become
adequately competent. Public accounting soon
became my goal. Faculty members at Bentley,
including personnel of the Dean’s office for
whom I worked part-time, encouraged me to
aim for the CPA certificate, assuring me that
I had the ability, and that, if I would work
hard enough, the opportunities for me could
be limitless.

My sincerest thanks, once again, for inviting
me. Although I have received much encourage
ment to enter the accounting profession, there
were still many doubts in my mind; but after
being permitted to participate in this most im
pressive meeting today, you have given me the
stimulus to try my very best to follow in your
footsteps and, hopefully, some day in the near
future to join with you as a member of this
organization.
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(Continued from page 8 )

(Continued from page 6)

schools. While the amount of course time allo
cated to these fields in the humanities, social
sciences and the quantitative areas differs among
schools, more and more schools are requiring
basic work in the behavioral sciences and in
mathematics. Economics has long been re
quired, but typically not much, if any, work is
required in logic and ethics. I think I can safe
ly say that written English is uniformly requir
ed while courses in spoken English are generally
available. But, alas, the presence of the re
quired or elective courses in these topics does
not guarantee that the college graduate will
be competent in either. This is a major concern
for accountants.
The other manifestation of this interdiscipli
nary shift is the adoption, within the account
ing courses, of measures and analytical techni
ques developed in other disciplines. We could
readily cite the use of break-even analysis, bor
rowed from economics, or sampling techniques,
borrowed from statistics. There is a growing
acceptance that, in the measurement of ec
onomic data, accounting may properly make
use of the tools of any of the disciplines that
may be used effectively.
The fourth trend that I want to single out for
attention is the shift in emphasis from public
accounting to managerial accounting. I am not
at all certain that I can explain this shift, al
though the shift itself is clearly evident. I sus
pect that a complex of factors are involved,
among them the emphasis placed upon the
Ph.D. degree in the academic world and the
growing numbers of accounting teachers earn
ing the degree; an accompanying decline in the
significance of the CPA certificate for account
ing teachers; the extensive experience require
ment for the certificate; and perhaps others.
I am not really concerned that the teach
ing emphasis is on managerial uses of account
ing, for this will be useful to the CPA as well.
But I am concerned that this emphasis may be
subconsciously interpreted by the student as
what I call “silent counseling.” If the net effect
is to encourage students to by-pass careers in
public accounting, then all of us need to be
concerned because the profession needs all of
the bright young people it can get.
These are the major trends that I perceive
in accounting education today. While not all
of them are encouraging, I must conclude that
the overall impact is decidedly on the plus side.
I have no doubt that the education the ac
counting student of today is getting in the
good business schools is infinitely better than
it was twenty years ago—or, for that matter,
even ten years ago.

In other words, the individual agency now
has at its disposal the money which has been
appropriated to it by Congress. This does not
mean that the agency itself may now disburse
these funds. All disbursements are made through
the Division of Disbursement of the Treasury
Department, from properly certified vouchers.
Even requests for imprest funds or petty cash
are so processed. Each month the Disbursing
Officer renders to the agency a “STATEMENT
OF ACCOUNT” which reflects the debits and
credits to the account in the same manner as
a bank statement.
On the other side of the coin, this Division
is accountable for revenues collected for the
United States Government. Each agency must
deposit all such revenues directly with the
Treasury, properly classified according to ap
propriation, fund and receipt account. No
agency is permitted to use these revenue funds
for disbursements. As previously stated, all
disbursements must be made from the appro
priation, through the Disbursing Office.
In addition to the disbursement and collec
tion functions, the Treasury Department is
charged with the responsibility of ascertaining
that a sufficient amount of cash is in the
Treasury at all times to pay obligations as they
fall due, and with the responsibility of main
taining the central and summary accounts of
the Government.
To pursue these functions, the Division of
Central Accounts maintains for the Federal
Government a unified system of central account
ing, comprising cash assets, liabilities, revenues
and expenditures, and a related set of subsidiary
budgetary records classified according to ap
propriation, fund, and receipt account. Through
this system, the central accounts of the Federal
Government are integrated with the accounts
of the Treasurer of the United States and with
those of all other agencies of the Government.
The central accounts provide the accounting
basis for compilation of financial data, cover
ing receipt and expenditure transactions, for
the official financial statements of the Federal
Government as a whole.
The Federal accounting system may very
well be likened to the familiar “Home OfficeBranch” accounting of private industry, with
its central and controlling accounts. As a matter
of fact, many accounting principles and stand
ards apply to both commercial and govern
mental accounting. Whatever differences exist
between governmental and commercial ac
counting stem from the two fundamental
(Continued on page 12)
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TAX FORUM
DORIS L. BOSWORTH, CPA, Editor

YEAR-ROUND TAX PLANNING
year. With regard to the year 1964, the change
in billing procedure represented a change in
accounting method for which prior approval
of the Commissioner had not been obtained,
and the income still could not be deferred. The
Tax Court sustained the position of the Com
missioner as to 1963 and prior years, but deem
ed the change in billing and collection pro
cedure a business policy change, similar to de
cisions as to price reductions or alteration in
production schedules. Under the new policy,
income would not accrue until the arrival of
the billing date in the year of publication. A
careful study of this case and its possible ap
plication may warrant giving effect to a similar
change in the billing policy of a particular
client.

Most practitioners concern themselves par
ticularly with year-end tax planning and, after
a brief respite, become embroiled in the prob
lems and pressures of the current tax season.
As a result, tax planning is relegated to a slow
period toward the end of the year. For this
reason the Forum this month will concern it
self with problems that should receive atten
tion throughout the year.
Compensation

In many instances where employee-share
holders are paid a bonus or receive substantial
salary increases at year-end, the Internal Rev
enue Service may question whether such pay
ments are, in fact, disguised dividends. The
tax impact on the employee is generally the
same regardless of characterization, but if the
Service is able to sustain its position, the cor
poration loses the deduction on the. theory of
unreasonable compensation. If the corporate
financial picture is sound and it is contemplat
ed that future profits will remain relatively
static or improve, any bonus declaration or sal
ary increase should be given effect to at the
beginning of the year. Definitive action at the
outset of the period tends to substantiate the
increase as being meritorious, provided other
applicable tests are met—for example, growth
directly attributable to the employee’s activity,
a salary scale for commensurate positions in
other firms, dividend policy, etc.

Charitable Contributions

Many taxpayers have been holding in abey
ance certain contributions due to changes
in the Internal Revenue Code as the result of
the Revenue Act of 1964. With the issuance
of final regulations (T.D. 6900, 11/16/66)
some of the problems in this area have been
resolved, and it would be well at this time to
reconsider your clients’ charitable contribu
tions programs.

In 1964 the tax benefits hitherto obtained
through gifts of future interests in tangible
property were eliminated, and it was no long
er possible to obtain a current deduction for
a work of art given to a museum, where the
donor retained the right to enjoyment of the
gift throughout his life. The final regulations
have several illustrations of the tax treatment
of such gifts, and they are no longer deduc
tible until the donor and his “tax relative,”
as defined in Section 267(b), have divested
themselves of all rights to the property. One
significant point, however, is that these re
strictions pertain only to tangible property,
and gifts of future interests in real or intangi
ble property are still valid. Reg. 1.170-2(vii)
stipulates that gifts qualifying for the addi
tional 10% deduction must be made “to” and
not merely “for the use of” the organization.
Thus, gifts of future interests in stocks, bonds,
and real property to the so-called 30% or
ganizations will qualify although the recipients

Income Deferral

Based on a recent Tax Court case the pos
sibilities of tax savings due to the deferment of
income should be explored. In Decision Inc.
47 TC 5 (10/18/66) the taxpayer received
most of its income from the sale of advertising
space in certain publications. Through 1963
it had been the practice to defer income re
ceived from advertising to the year of publica
tion even though the business had been solicit
ed and billed in the prior year. In 1964 tax
payers changed its billing policy and no bills
were rendered or payment made until the year
of publication. The Service took the position
that through the year 1963 income could not be
deferred to the year of publication when bills
were rendered and payments made in the prior
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will not have the use of the property until
sometime in the future. This is important not
only because of the additional deduction al
lowed in the current year, but because of the
five-year carryover rule.

Federal Government Accounting

(Continued from page 10)

differences between government and private
industry, viz.,
(1) Lack of a profit motive in government;
and
(2) Necessity for complying with legal pro
visions.
As stated already, there can be no brief sum
marization of the Federal Government account
ing system. Nevertheless, the foregoing expla
nation of the budgetary functions of the Bureau
of the Budget, the receipt and expenditure
functions of the Treasury Department, and the
audit and control functions of the General Ac
counting Office may throw some enlightenment
of the Federal accounting structure which, de
spite its immensity, works exceedingly well.

Suspension of Investment Credit

Recently enacted legislation has suspended
the use of the 7% investment credit in con
nection with most types of tangible personal
property and certain real property for the
period October 10, 1966 through December
31, 1967. No attempt will be made here to
discuss the various ramifications of the bill,
other than to call attention to the possibility
that unwittingly taxpayers may find that they
are not entitled to a credit for property ac
quired after the suspension period expires.
The property referred to is tangible personal
property ordered during the suspension
period but not delivered until 1968. The term
“ordered” in this case embraces not only or
ders reduced to formal contracts, but also
oral directives and any correspondence that
has the effect of acquiring such property at
a later date! If, therefore, acquisitions are con
templated at a relatively high cost which, by
their very nature, require some time for as
sembly and delivery, the tax advantages of
an investment credit in 1968 should be weigh
ed against the delay in delivery of the assets
through postponement of any act which may
be interpreted as an order.
While only a few items that the account
ant must be alert to throughout the year have
been covered, it is hoped that their considera
tion will generate thinking along the same
lines, rather than the usual tendency to place
undue reliance on year-end planning.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Whenever you have a change of address,
you must notify us of your new address if
you wish to continue receiving the magazine.
If your magazine is not delivered and is re
turned to us, we shall have to discontinue
mailing to you until we hear from you.
To change your address, please print your
name, new address and zip code number and
send to THE WOMAN CPA, 327 South La
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60604.

D.L.B.

CALENDAR OF 1967 EVENTS

ASWA EASTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE,
Syracuse, New York

May 10-13

ASWA WESTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE,
Phoenix, Arizona

June 8-10

AWSCPA-ASWA JOINT ANNUAL MEETING
Portland, Oregon

September 20-23
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TIPS FOR BUSY READERS
MARY F. HALL, CPA, Editor
“Professional Education For The Accountant: tential. National conferences are designed
Whose Responsibility?” Robert Beyer, The to give basic instruction in audit, tax, and
Quarterly (Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart firm management services, and to give specialized
publication), September 1964, Volume 10, training in both functional areas and partic
Number 3.
ular industries. Local office programs con
This most interesting article, written by a centrate on topics and problems which are
partner of one of the “big eight” public ac of interest and value locally. In addition,
counting firms, appears not only in that firm’s each engagement budget in his firm includes
own publication but was reprinted separately a time allowance for on-the-job training. In
to allow wider distribution. The author defines this way assistants working with supervisors
professional education as a study which can gain knowledge in an atmosphere of a
“leads the student directly into one of the working relationship.
professions.” He states that a profession is
Of course, without the individual’s inter
a group whose members:
est and dedication to continuing education,
“1 . possess a body of specialized knowledge the efforts of the university and the firm are
2. undergo a recognized, formal process of only limited value. Mr. Beyer indicates
that his firm expects each staff person to set
of education
up his own individual program for education,
3. conform to a standard of professional
self-development and self-renewal. He is ex
qualifications governing admission. (In
pected to explore his potential and to compare
the case of accounting it is the CPA
constantly his potential with the demands of
exam.)
the job he holds or hopes to hold as he pro
4.
maintain certain standards of conduct gresses through his life as “The Professional
5.
perform work of benefit to the public
Accountant.”
6.
have a recognized status
Mr. Beyer has said nothing really new in
7. belong to an organization devoted to this article. However, these thoughts coming
the advancement of the social obliga from a leader in the profession carry more
tions of the profession.”
weight than when they are expressed by those
The professional recognizes that his edu in the “ivory tower.” This article, sum
cation only commences with the formal marized briefly for you, should prove to be
training which prepared him for his initial an incentive for those who aspire to or
entry in the field; he recognizes that the have recently attained the CPA certificate.
profession demands of him a lifetime of It ought also to be valuable to those who are
planning now to begin their preparation for
study, search and education.
Mr. Beyer divides the responsibility for entry into the field.

professional education among the university,
the firm and the individual. The university
has the responsibility to train the person to
think logically, to communicate clearly and
to understand human nature and social en
vironment. It ought also to stimulate the indi
vidual’s intellectual curiosity.
The current trend is for CPA firms to seek
students who have had some graduate study in
addition to an undergraduate degree. The
undergraduate work is ideally divided be
tween liberal arts study and basic courses
in all areas of business administration.
Mr. Beyer’s firm endeavors, through na
tional conferences, local office programs
and on-the-job training, to improve the tech
nical competence of the staff member, to
keep him current in new developments, and
to challenge him to reach his maximum po

Of course, change is constant and a guide
line today may be antiquated tomorrow.
However, Mr. Beyer’s statements certainly
indicate the minimum or floor of the require
ments and attributes which the employer of
tomorrow will be seeking.
Dr. Marie E. Dubke, CPA
Central Michigan University
Mount Pleasant, Michigan

“European National Uniform Charts of Ac
counts,” Karl Käfer, The International
Journal of Accounting Education and Re
search, Volume 1, Number 1, Fall 1965.

The author, a professor of Business Econom
ics and Accountancy at the University of
13

Zurich, discusses and compares the United
States “Water Works Association, 1910” uni
form chart of accounts with six others used at
one time or another in Europe. The first of
these was designed by a German, Schmalen
back (1927). His book contained elaborate
flow charts and was the beginning of a whole
movement in Europe. His system was the basis
for the Reichskontenrahmen (1937) charts of
accounts whose use was enforced not only in
Germany but in Austria and other countries
occupied by the Nazis. The other charts of
accounts illustrated are those set up after the
war in Germany, Austria, France and Switzer
land.

Interest in the uniform accounts has been
greater in Europe than in the United States.
In Europe, the usual situation is for the system
to be designed for all commercial and industrial
firms; based on this, charts for major industries
are prepared; from these, charts are designed
for sub-classifications of industries; and from
these are derived charts for the individual
firm. Mr. Käfer also points out that even today,
uniform accounting systems are enforced on
industry in Eastern Europe (the Communist
block.)

Mr. Käfer lists reasons for and against a uni
form chart of accounts. In his opinion, the rea
sons in favor far outweigh the disadvantages.
He believes that such a uniform system must
be flexible, simple and logical. If cost accounts
are to be included, he recommends that they
be a self-balancing group of accounts which
can be added or omitted from the uniform
chart. He also holds that the accounts should
be grouped according to the traditional clas
sifications of accounts on the major financial
statements, i.e. assets, equities, expenses and
revenues. He supports a distinction between
operating and non-operating expenses and rev
enues although this method is not followed in
the Austrian system which is illustrated in the
article.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN

Refresher training courses and other continu
ing education programs tailored to the needs
of adult women in nearly 100 colleges and
universities are described in a report issued
by the U.S. Department of Labor.
The pamphlet, “Continuing Education Pro
grams for Women,” points out that the popu
larity of such programs parallels the increase
in the employment of mature women. The
number of women aged 35 and over in the
labor force rose from almost 10 million in
1950 to nearly 16 million in 1966. “Women
are well aware of how strategic a role education
can play in helping them to develop their
potentialities and heighten their contribution
to society,” said Mrs. Mary Dublin Keyserling,
Director of the Women’s Bureau which pre
pared the report. “If we can help acquaint
more adult women with the special programs
now being offered and stimulate additional
colleges and universities to respond to the
special educational needs of mature women,
all members of our society will be the bene
ficiaries.”

Because of the rapid developments in the
field of continuing education the list of educa
tional opportunities is not complete but it
illustrates the types of continuing education
programs and special educational services
available to women. Among the special features
offered by some colleges and universities are
flexible scheduling of classes at hours con
venient to housewives, financial assistance for
part-time study, nursery services, and limited
course loads in degree and nondegree pro
grams. Some institutions offer orientation
sessions for women interested in entering or
reentering the work force. Others provide re
fresher courses for specific skills.

The report is available for 20 cents a copy
from the Superintendent of Documents, Gov
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402.

The charts of accounts which he uses in the
article are those which are fairly widely used
in Europe today. Many others exist or have
been proposed, but are less widely utilized.
He feels strongly that as international business
becomes more prevalent and international
firms increase in number, there will be in
creasing desirability for a uniform system of
accounts.

U.S. Department of Labor
News Release

Dr. Marie E. Dubke, CPA
Central Michigan University
Mount Pleasant, Michigan
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EDITOR'S PAGE
Authors in This Issue

The author of “Trends in Accounting Edu
cation” is Dr. Guy W. Trump, CPA, who is
Director of Education for the American In
stitute of Certified Public Accountants. The
article is the manuscript of a talk which Dr.
Trump gave at the AWSCPA-ASWA joint
annual meeting in Boston in September 1966.
After eighteen years as a college educator,
Dr. Trump left his post as Dean of the Grad
uate School of Business Administration, Emory
University, Atlanta, Georgia, to assume his
present position. He is responsible for coor
dinating AICPA’s activities related to the
“human input” of the accounting profession:
recruiting, education, testing and training. He
is also responsible for implementation of the
Common Body of Knowledge Study, the
knowledge future CPAs will need to acquire in
preparing for their careers.
The article “Federal Government Account
ing” was submitted by Richmond Chapter of
ASWA. It was written by one of its members,
Mary T. Cody, and was based on a talk
which she gave at one of the chapter meet
ings. Miss Cody is Fiscal Accounting Super
visor with the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, Department of Justice, in Richmond,
Virginia. In addition to being an active mem
ber of the Richmond Chapter which she is
serving as a Director, she is a member of the
National Association of Accountants. She is
currently attending night classes at the Uni
versity of Richmond where she will receive
a degree in June.
“Face to Face with Automation” relates
the personal experience of Dorothy C. Frank
lin in her introduction to computerized ac
counting. Mrs. Franklin was an accountant,
Chief, Disbursing Section, United States Army
Corps of Engineers in the Norfolk, Virginia,
area for some years before her recent change
to the position of Digital Computer Program
mer with the same section. She is a member
of the Norfolk Chapter of ASWA.
One of the important objectives of AWSCPA
and ASWA is the encouragement of young
women to enter the profession. The national
organizations and ASWA chapters have given
much emphasis to this objective in their pro
grams. For that reason it was particularly
heartwarming and thrilling for those at the
1966 AWSCPA-ASWA joint annual meeting
to hear Nancy E. Davis, a student at Bent
ley College of Accounting and Finance in
Boston, Massachusetts, tell about her choice
of accounting as a career. Hearing this in

telligent young woman made these efforts seem
more worthwhile than before. Even though the
reader will not have the benefit of her at
tractive personal appearance, her pleasant
manner and voice, and her able presentation,
we think that many of our readers who were
not at the meeting will be interested in read
ing her talk which we have printed just as she
gave it.
Editorial Staff Reappointed

The Presidents of AWSCPA and ASWA re
appointed the members of the editorial staff
for one-year terms, beginning October I, 1966.
Editorial Board Changes

Each year two members of the six-member
Editorial Board complete their three-year terms
and two new members are appointed by the
Presidents of AWSCPA and ASWA for threeyear terms. Retiring from the Board this year
are Doris Parks, CPA and Virginia O’Hern,
CPA. We are greatly indebted to them for
their helpful service during the three years
that they reviewed and evaluated manuscripts.
Our most sincere thanks are extended to Miss
Parks and Miss O’Hern.
We welcome to the Editorial Board the new
members, M. Jane Dickman, CPA, Buffalo,
New York, and Ula K. Motekat, CPA, Den
ver, Colorado, both of whom are members of
both ASWA and AWSCPA.
M. Jane Dickman is a partner in Phillips,
Wertman & Co., public accounting firm, Buf
falo, New York. She holds a B.A. degree from
Canisius College in Buffalo and has also stud
ied at the University of Buffalo. She is a past
president of the Buffalo Chapter of ASWA and
has served ASWA nationally as second vice
president and as chairman of several commit
tees. She is a member of the American In
stitute of Certified Public Accountants, New
York Society of Certified Public Accountants
and the National Association of Accountants.
Ula K. Motekat is a native of Germany
who came to the United States after her grad
uation from high school. She received the
Colorado medal for the highest score in the
November 1957 examination. She has studied
at the University of Cologne and graduated
from the University of Denver magna cum
laude in 1964. She is on the faculty of the
University of Denver. Miss Motekat is a mem
ber of the Denver Chapter of ASWA and
the American Institute of Certified PublicAccountants.
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BUT WHAT DO YOU
DO FOR AN ENCORE?

College Graduates Choose
IAS for Postgraduate Training
instructors in accounting make it a point to
suggest IAS when they are asked to recom
mend a good home-study school. Many col
lege graduates who have an excellent educa
tion in the arts or sciences often discover a
need for professional training in accounting.
Others who had some accounting in college
add to their technical backgrounds with re
fresher and advanced IAS electives.
Complete information on the IAS home
study plan for beginning or postgraduate
accounting training is available in the
school’s latest 24-page illustrated report. To
secure a copy without cost or obligation, fill
out and mail the coupon below.

College degrees are no novelty among the
listed qualifications of the forward-looking
men and women who enroll with IAS. Regis
tration records show an average of 1,436
college and university graduates, many with
multiple degrees, enroll with IAS each year,
plus a greater number whose college educa
tions were interrupted before graduation.
IAS, of course, is not in competition with
colleges and universities. Our function is to
provide specialized training in accounting
and allied business management subjects —
often after the student has received his basic
college background.
Throughout the country many university

International Accountants Society, Inc.
A correspondence school since 1903

209 W. Jackson Blvd. Dept.a

Chicago, Ill. 60606

Q Please send me your 24-page report on TAS
courses.
NAME
ADDRESS

AGE

_____________________ ___ __________

CITY_________ ____ __STATE

ZIP CODE

EMPLOYED BY_____________________________ ______________
POSITION_______ _ ________ ______________________ —
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